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USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR, W.J. May brings you a paranormal academy
series you won't be able to put down! How hard do you have to shake the family
tree to find the truth about the past? Fifteen year-old Rae Kerrigan never really
knew her family's history. Her mother and father died when she was young and it is
only when she accepts a scholarship to the prestigious Guilder Boarding School in
England that a mysterious family secret is revealed. Will the sins of the father be
the sins of the daughter? As Rae struggles with new friends, a new school and a
star-struck forbidden love, she must also face the ultimate challenge: receive a
tattoo on her sixteenth birthday with specific powers that may bind her to an
unspeakable darkness. It's up to Rae to undo the dark evil in her family's past and
have a ray of hope for her future. Join Rae Kerrigan in this bestselling series and
the start of one amazing adventure! The Chronicles of Kerrigan Series Rae of Hope
Dark Nebula House of Cards Royal Tea Under Fire End in Sight Hidden Darkness
Twisted Together Mark of Fate Strength & Power Last One Standing Rae of Light
READ THE WHOLE SERIES: Prequel Series: Christmas Before the Magic Question the
Darkness Into the Darkness Fight the Darkness Alone in the Darkness Lost in
Darkness The Chronicles of Kerrigan Sequel A Matter of Time Time Piece Second
Chance Glitch in Time Our Time Precious Time The Chronicles of Kerrigan: Gabriel
Living in the Past Present for Today Staring at the Future Kerrigan Chronicles
Stopping Time A Passage of Time Ticking Clock Secrets in Time Time in the City
Ultimate Future Kerrigan Kids Book 1 - School of Potential Book 2 - Myths & Magic
Book 3 - Kith & Kin Book 4 - Playing With Power Book 5 - Line of Ancestry Book 6 Descent of Hope Book 7 – Illusion of Shadows Book 8 – Frozen by the Future Book 9
– Guilt of My Past Book 10 – Demise of Magic Book 11- Rise of the Prophecy Book
12 – Deafened by the Past Coming 2021 The Kerrigan Memoirs SEARCH TERMS:
fantasy, Young Adult, series, boarding school, paranormal, superpowers, tattoos,
mystery, romance, England, supernatural, Tudor, chronicles of kerrigan, w.j. may,
New Adult & College Romance, new adult and college, new adult, New Adult &
College Romance Paranormal, paranormal romance, paranormal fantasy,
superhero, vampires and witches, witches, superhero fantasy ebooks, fantasy new
adult, dark fantasy, mystery thriller, paranormal shifter romance, werewolf shifters
romance, magic, wizard, Twilight
Sid thought the deaths would end when Marcellus died. But he thought wrong.
Reeling from the loss of those around him, Sid sets off, not only to avenge the
deaths of those he loves, but also to find a way to save his own life. But the closer
he gets to answers, the more people he puts in danger. Only Sid has the power to
end the killer's reign. But it might cost him the one thing he holds most precious.
This thrilling follow-up to Obsidian is a journey of love, death, and betrayal and
answers the one question everyone's been asking: Is Aspen alive?
After he escapes from the dungeon, Thor is horrified to learn of another
assassination attempt on King MacGil. When MacGil dies, the kingdom is set into
turmoil. As everyone vies for the throne, King’s Court is more rife than ever with its
family dramas, power struggles, ambitions, jealousy, violence and betrayal. An heir
must be chosen from among the children, and the ancient Dynasty Sword, the
source of all their power, will have a chance to be wielded by someone new. But all
this might be upended: the murder weapon is recovered, and the noose tightens
on finding the assassin. Simultaneously, the MacGils face a new threat by the
McClouds, who are set to attack again from within the Ring. Thor fights to win back
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Gwendolyn’s love, but there may not be time: he is told to pack up, to prepare with
his brothers in arms for The Hundred, a hundred grueling days of hell that all
Legion members must survive. The Legion will have to cross the Canyon, beyond
the protection of the Ring, into the Wilds, and set sail across the Tartuvian Sea for
the Isle of Mist, said to be patrolled by a dragon, for their initiation into manhood.
Will they make it back? Will the Ring survive in their absence? And will Thor finally
learn the secret of his destiny? With its sophisticated world-building and
characterization, A MARCH OF KINGS is an epic tale of friends and lovers, of rivals
and suitors, of knights and dragons, of intrigues and political machinations, of
coming of age, of broken hearts, of deception, ambition and betrayal. It is a tale of
honor and courage, of fate and destiny, of sorcery. It is a fantasy that brings us into
a world we will never forget, and which will appeal to all ages and genders. It is
60,000 words. Book #3 in the series will be published soon.
Paranormal Dark Romance
A Sea of Shields (Book #10 in the Sorcerer's Ring)

“THE SORCERER’S RING has all the ingredients for an instant success: plots,
counterplots, mystery, valiant knights, and blossoming relationships replete with
broken hearts, deception and betrayal. It will keep you entertained for hours, and
will satisfy all ages. Recommended for the permanent library of all fantasy readers.”
—Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (regarding A Quest of Heroes) THE
GIFT OF BATTLE (Book #17) is the finale of the Bestselling series THE
SORCERER'S RING, which begins with A QUEST OF HEROES (book #1)—a free
download on Google Play! In THE GIFT OF BATTLE, Thor meets his greatest and
final challenge, as he quests deeper into the Land of Blood to attempt to rescue
Guwayne. Encountering foes more powerful than he ever imagined, Thor soon
realizes he is up against an army of darkness, one for which his powers are no
match. When he learns a sacred object may give him the powers he needs—an object
which has been kept secret for ages—he must embark on a final quest to retrieve it
before it is too late, with the fate of the Ring hanging in the balance. Gwendolyn
keeps her vow to the King of the Ridge, entering the tower and confronting the cult
leader to learn what secret he is hiding. The revelation sends her to Argon, and
ultimately to Argon’s master—where she learns the greatest secret of all, one which
may alter the destiny of her people. When the Ridge is discovered by the Empire, the
invasion begins and, under attack by the greatest army known to man, it falls on
Gwendolyn to defend, and to lead her people on one final, mass exodus. Thor’s
Legion brothers, on their own, face unimaginable risks, as Angel is dying from her
leprosy. Darius fights for his life beside his father in the Empire capital, until a
surprise twist prods him, with nothing left to lose, to finally tap his own powers.
Erec and Alistair reach Volusia, battling their way upriver, and they continue on
their quest for Gwendolyn and the exiles, as they face unexpected battles. And
Godfrey realizes that he must ultimately make a decision to be the man he wants to
be. Volusia, surrounded by all the power of the Knights of the Seven, must put
herself to the test as goddess and discover if she alone has the power to crush men
and rule the Empire. While Argon, faced with his end of days, realizes the time has
come to sacrifice himself. As good and evil hang in the balance, one final, epic
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battle—the greatest battle of all—will determine the outcome of the Ring for all time.
With its sophisticated world-building and characterization, THE GIFT OF
BATTLE is an epic tale of friends and lovers, of rivals and suitors, of knights and
dragons, of intrigues and political machinations, of coming of age, of broken hearts,
of deception, ambition and betrayal. It is a tale of honor and courage, of fate and
destiny, of sorcery. It is a fantasy that brings us into a world we will never forget,
and which will appeal to all ages and genders. THE GIFT OF BATTLE is the
longest of all the books in the series, at 93,000 words! “Action-packed …. Rice's
writing is solid and the premise intriguing.” —Publishers Weekly (regarding A Quest
of Heroes)
Werewolves, facing the threat of extinction, desperately seek their mates to bear
young. Aurora, a human far removed from the supernatural world, is nearing her
own end after being fatally injured in a car accident. Kai, an alpha werewolf, lurks
in the nearby trees watching her bleed out. He chooses to save her the only way he
knows how, by changing her. Aurora struggles with her past as a domestic abuse
survivor and the new dominating and violent lifestyle of a werewolf. No one is
prepared for what happens next. The tides turn in favor of the werewolves. The
Matefinder has been found, and she is more powerful than anybody ever imagined.
But is she prepared to be the most hunted werewolf in history?
1843, a huge explosion devastated the star Eta Carinae generating a supernova, but,
inexplicably still today, it survives the event (Eta Carinae - Wikipedia).From that
moment the population of planet Earth begins to increase exponentially.If it's true
that humans have an immortal soul, why do they increase? Where do all the souls
that are crowding our planet come from?If the Universe is a balance, at the expense
of which world are we growing more and more?Almost 200 years since that event,
an alien ship lands in the middle of Bavaria as if it were nothing, creating
panic.They are looking for Patrik Jones.Together with his friend Marco,
accidentally kidnapped with him, he will have to fight to defend his life, because the
Code chose him and because he has something special that everyone wants ...
Deviazione Paranormale (La serie di Sasha Urban Vol. 5)
La Rinascita degli Haurrak
Hidden Darkness
Hidden Darkness is the 7th Book of USA TODAY bestselling author W.J. May's
bestselling series, The Chronicles of Kerrigan. A race against time, a sprint
across the world. The enemy has a new face now, Jonathon Cromfield. Except
he's not really new, is he? Cromfield has a plan, one that includes Rae whether
she likes it or not. Rae is terrified by the idea that she can't die. Everyone she'll
ever know will move on without her and leave her all alone. Except Cromfield.
She'd rather die than be with him. The team of Rae, Devon, Julian and Molly
must race around the world to find the hybrids before Cromfield does, they have
to figure out what his serum really is for, and take it back to the Privy Council
all before Cromfield can stop them. Immortal or not, Rae doesn't have a second
to waste. Hidden Darkness is the 7th book in the Chronicles of Kerrigan series.
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Follow Rae Kerrigan as she learns about the tattoo on her back that gives her
supernatural powers, as she learns of her father's evil intentions and as she tries
to figure out how coming of age, falling love and high-packed action fighting
isn't as easy as the comic books make it look. Series Order: Prequel Series:
Christmas Before the Magic Question the Darkness Into the Darkness Fight the
Darkness Alone in the Darkness Lost in Darkness The Chronicles of Kerrigan
Series Rae of Hope Dark Nebula House of Cards Royal Tea Under Fire End in
Sight Hidden Darkness Twisted Together Mark of Fate Strength & Power Last
One Standing Rae of Light The Chronicles of Kerrigan Sequel A Matter of Time
Time Piece Second Chance Glitch in Time Our Time Precious Time The
Chronicles of Kerrigan: Gabriel Living in the Past Present for Today Staring at
the Future SEARCH TERMS: coming of age, horror, horror romance, fantasy,
Young Adult, series, boarding school, paranormal, superpowers, tattoos,
mystery, romance, England, supernatural, Tudor, chronicles of kerrigan, w.j.
may, New Adult & College Romance, new adult and college, new adult, New
Adult & College Romance Paranormal, paranormal romance, paranormal
fantasy, superhero, fairytale, paranormal, shifter, vampire, werewolf
THE SORCERER S RING has all the ingredients for an instant success: plots,
counterplots, mystery, valiant knights, and blossoming relationships replete with
broken hearts, deception and betrayal. It will keep you entertained for hours,
and will satisfy all ages. Recommended for the permanent library of all fantasy
readers. --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos A RITE OF SWORDS is
book #7 in the bestselling series THE SORCERER'S RING--which begins with the
#1 Bestseller A QUEST OF HEROES (Book #1)! In A RITE OF SWORDS (Book #7
in the Sorcerer's Ring), Thor grapples with his legacy, battling to come to terms
with who his father is, whether to reveal his secret, and what action he must
take. Back home in the Ring, with Mycoples by his side and the Destiny Sword in
hand, Thor is determined to wreak vengeance on Andronicus army and
liberate his homeland̶and to finally propose to Gwendolyn. But he comes to
learn that there are forces even greater than he that might just stand in his way.
Gwendolyn returns and strives to become the ruler she is destined to be, using
her wisdom to unite the disparate forces and drive out Andronicus for good.
Reunited with Thor and her brothers, she is grateful for a lull in the violence,
and for the chance to celebrate their freedom. But things change quickly̶too
quickly̶and before she knows it, her life is thrown upside down again. Her
elder sister, Luanda, caught in a fierce rivalry with her, is determined to wrest
power, while King MacGil s brother arrives with his own army to gain control
of the throne. With spies and assassins on all sides, Gwendolyn, embattled,
learns that being queen is not as safe as she thought. Reece s love with Selese
finally has a chance to flourish, yet at the same time, his old love appears, and
he finds himself torn. But idle times are soon overcome by battle, and Reece,
Elden, O Connor, Conven, Kendrick, Erec and even Godfrey must face and
overcome adversity together if they are to survive. Their battles take them to all
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corners of the Ring, as it becomes a race against time to oust Andronicus and
save themselves from complete destruction. As powerful, unexpected forces
battle for control of the Ring, Gwen realizes she must do whatever it takes to
find Argon and bring him back. In a final, shocking twist, Thor learns that while
his powers are supreme, he also has a hidden weakness̶one that may just
bring his final downfall. Will Thor and the others liberate the Ring and defeat
Andronicus? Will Gwendolyn become the queen they all need her to be? What
will become of the Destiny Sword, of Erec, Kendrick, Reece and Godfrey? And
what is the secret that Alistair is hiding? With its sophisticated world-building
and characterization, A RITE OF SWORDS is an epic tale of friends and lovers, of
rivals and suitors, of knights and dragons, of intrigues and political
machinations, of coming of age, of broken hearts, of deception, ambition and
betrayal. It is a tale of honor and courage, of fate and destiny, of sorcery. It is a
fantasy that brings us into a world we will never forget, and which will appeal to
all ages and genders. Books #8--#17 in the series are now also available! Jam
packed with action, romance, adventure, and suspense. Get your hands on this
one and fall in love all over again. --vampirebooksite.com (regarding Turned)
An action packed fantasy sure to please fans of Morgan Rice s previous
novels, along with fans of works such as The Inheritance Cycle by Christopher
Paolini…. Fans of Young Adult Fiction will devour this latest work by Rice and
beg for more. --The Wanderer, A Literary Journal (regarding Rise of the
Dragons) The #1 Bestselling series, with over 400 five star reviews on Amazon!
A REALM OF SHADOWS is book #5 in Morgan Rice s bestselling epic fantasy
series KINGS AND SORCERERS (which begins with RISE OF THE DRAGONS, a
free download)! In A REALM OF SHADOWS, Kyra finds herself in the midst of a
burning capital, attacked by a host of dragons, clinging for life. With her beloved
homeland destroyed, The Flames down and the trolls pouring in, Kyra must
urgently quest to Marda to retrieve the magic weapon before it is too late̶even
if it takes her into the very heart of darkness. Duncan finds himself trapped,
with the others, in the burning capital, and he uses all his wits to find his men,
attempt escape, and rally his forces to regroup and attack Pandesia. Across the
kingdom, Merk sails with King Tarnis daughter through the Bay of Death as
they abandon the Tower of Kos and sail for the warrior isle of Knossos. Pursued
by Vesuvius and his army of trolls, crossing the world s most treacherous
waters, they know they have little chance to reach the isle, and even less chance
of escape. Dierdre and Marco survive the tidal wave that destroyed Ur only to
find their beloved city under water. With everyone they knew and loved lost and
dead, they must pick up the pieces and journey to the one person they know
who is left alive: Kyra. Alec, meanwhile sails back for Escalon with the people of
The Lost Isles, holding the precious sword that might just change everything.
But none expect to encounter a land destroyed, a land that is now teeming with
dragons. With its strong atmosphere and complex characters, A REALM OF
SHADOWS is a sweeping saga of knights and warriors, of kings and lords, of
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honor and valor, of magic, destiny, monsters and dragons. It is a story of love
and broken hearts, of deception, ambition and betrayal. It is fantasy at its finest,
inviting us into a world that will live with us forever, one that will appeal to all
ages and genders. Book #6 in KINGS AND SORCERERS will be published soon.
If you thought that there was no reason left for living after the end of the
Sorcerer s Ring series, you were wrong. Morgan Rice has come up with what
promises to be another brilliant series, immersing us in a fantasy of trolls and
dragons, of valor, honor, courage, magic and faith in your destiny. Morgan has
managed again to produce a strong set of characters that make us cheer for
them on every page.…Recommended for the permanent library of all readers
that love a well-written fantasy. --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos
(regarding Rise of the Dragons)
A Sky of Spells (Book #9 in the Sorcerer's Ring)
Mark of Fate
Matefinder
“THE SORCERER’S RING has all the ingredients for an instant
success: plots, counterplots, mystery, valiant knights, and
blossoming relationships replete with broken hearts, deception
and betrayal. It will keep you entertained for hours, and will
satisfy all ages. Recommended for the permanent library of all
fantasy readers.” --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos A
SKY OF SPELLS is book #9 in the bestselling 17 book series THE
SORCERER'S RING--which begins with A QUEST OF HEROES (Book #1
)--a FREE download on Google Play! In A SKY OF SPELLS (BOOK #9
IN THE SORCERER’S RING), Thorgrin finally returns to himself and
must confront his father once and for all. An epic battle
occurs, as two titans face each other, and as Rafi uses his
power to summon an army of undead. With the Destiny Sword
destroyed, and the fate of the Ring in the balance, Argon and
Alistair will need to summon their magical powers to help
Gwendolyn’s brave warriors. Yet even with their help, all could
be lost if it were not for the return of Mycoples, and her new
companion, Ralibar. Luanda struggles to prevail against her
captor, Romulus, as the fate of the Shield hangs in the balance.
Reece, meanwhile, struggles to lead his men back up the Canyon
walls, with Selese’s help. Their love deepens; but with the
arrival of Reece’s old love, his cousin, a tragic love triangle
and misunderstandings develop. When the Empire is finally ousted
from the Ring, and Gwendolyn has her chance for personal
vengeance against McCloud, there is great cause to celebrate. As
the new Queen of the Ring, Gwen uses her powers to unite both
MacGils and McClouds for the first time in history, and to begin
the epic rebuilding of the land, of her army, and of the Legion.
King’s Court slowly comes back to life once again, as they all
begin to pick up the pieces. It is destined to become a more
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glorious city than even her father ever dreamed of, and in the
process, justice finally finds Gareth. Tirus must be brought to
justice, too, and Gwen will have to decide what sort of leader
she will be. There is a great conflict amongst Tirus’ sons, not
all of whom see things the same way, and a struggle for power
erupts once again, as Gwen decides if she will accept an
invitation to the Upper Isles, thus making the MacGil clan whole
once again. Erec is summoned to return to his people in the
Southern Isles and see his dying father, and Alistair joins him,
as they prepare for their wedding. Thorgrin and Gwendolyn may
have wedding preparations in their future, too. Thor becomes
closer to his sister, and as all settles down inside the Ring,
he finds himself summoned to embark on his greatest quest of
all: to seek out his mysterious mother in a faraway land and to
find out who he really is. With multiple wedding preparations in
the air, with Spring returning, King’s Court rebuilding,
festivals afoot, peace seems to settle back onto the Ring. But
danger lurks in the most unforeseen corners, and all of these
characters greatest tribulations might be yet to come. With its
sophisticated world-building and characterization, A SKY OF
SPELLS is an epic tale of friends and lovers, of rivals and
suitors, of knights and dragons, of intrigues and political
machinations, of coming of age, of broken hearts, of deception,
ambition and betrayal. It is a tale of honor and courage, of
fate and destiny, of sorcery. It is a fantasy that brings us
into a world we will never forget, and which will appeal to all
ages and genders. All 17 books in THE SORCERER’S RING are now
also available--as is a BUNDLE of Books 10, 11 and 12! Also
available is book #1 in Morgan Rice’s new epic fantasy series,
RISE OF THE DRAGONS (KINGS AND SORCERERS—BOOK 1), which is a
FREE download on Google Play!
In A VOW OF GLORY, Thor embarks with his Legion friends on an
epic quest into the vast wilds of the Empire to try to find the
ancient Destiny Sword and save the Ring. Thor's friendships
deepen, as they journey to new places, face unexpected monsters
and fight side by side in unimaginable battle. They encounter
exotic lands, creatures and peoples beyond which they could have
ever imagined, each step of their journey fraught with
increasing danger. They will have to summon all their skills if
they are to survive as they follow the trail of the thieves,
deeper and deeper into the Empire. Their quest will bring them
all the way into the heart of the Underworld, one of the seven
realms of hell, where the undead rule and fields are lined with
bones. As Thor must summon his powers, more than ever, he
struggles to understand the nature of who he is. Back in the
Ring, Gwendolyn must lead half of King's Court to the Western
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stronghold of Silesia, an ancient city perched on the edge of
the Canyon that has stood for one thousand years. Silesia's
fortifications have allowed it to survive every attack
throughout every century-but it has never been faced with an
assault by a leader like Andronicus, by an army like his million
men. Gwendolyn learns what it means to be queen as she takes on
a leadership role, Srog, Kolk, Brom, Steffen, Kendrick and
Godfrey by her side, preparing to defend the city for the
massive war to come. Meanwhile, Gareth is descending deeper into
madness, trying to fend off a coup that would have him
assassinated in King's Court, while Erec fights for his life to
save his love, Alistair and the Duke's city of Savaria as the
downed shield enables the wild creatures to invade. And Godfrey,
wallowing in drink, will have to decide if he is ready to cast
off his past and become the man his family expects him to be. As
they all fight for their lives and as things seem as if they
can't get any worse, the story ends with two shocking twists.
Drax e gli stessi Figli dei Draghi sono pietrificati per ciò che
è accaduto a Nadia. Nessuno ha la certezza se l’Aydahar
sopravvivrà, o cosa di lei emergerà dal limbo in cui il tocco di
Arild l’ha spinta. Questo, però, non impedisce a Liberto ed
Alexandro di tentare qualsiasi gesto disperato, in cui trovano,
in Ahmet Udehëq dei Fis, un nuovo alleato. E mentre Aiace tenta
ancora di vedere in Nadia la donna che un tempo aveva amato, è
suo fratello Nardo a riportare a Drax un alleato antico e
sconosciuto, liberato dalle segrete in cui era stato rinchiuso.
La guerra è ormai alle porte… Quanti cadranno? Quali speranze
saranno spezzate? Perché gli Haurrak, i Figli dei Draghi,
iniziano improvvisamente ad avere memoria di chi erano un tempo?
Se il loro desiderio di emergere non sarà appagato, brucerà ogni
cosa che li circonda.
A Vow of Glory (Book #5 in the Sorcerer's Ring)
Il Deserto di Sangue
A March of Kings (Book #2 in the Sorcerer's Ring)
Thor has returned from The Hundred as a hardened warrior, and now he
must learn what it means to battle for his homeland, to battle for
life and death. The McClouds have raided deep into MacGil territory
-- deeper than ever before in the history of the Ring -- and as Thor
rides into an ambush, it will fall on his head to fend off the attack
and save King's Court. Thor's friendships deepen, as they journey to
new places, face unexpected monsters and fight side by side in
unimaginable battle. Thor journeys to his hometown and, in an epic
confrontation with his father, he learns a great secret of his past,
of who he is, who his mother is -- and of his destiny.
Having just escaped from the treacherous island that was once
Manhattan, Brooke, Ben, Logan, Bree, and Rose make their way up the
Hudson River in their stolen boat, low on fuel, low on food, and
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desperately needing shelter from the cold. As they make their way
upriver in this post-apocalyptic, action-packed thriller, on their
way to try to find the mythical city in Canada, they will need to use
all their ingenuity and survival skills to stay alive.
Drax 1La Rinascita degli HaurrakInspired Digital Publishing Srl
Aspen
The Gift of Battle (Book #17 in the Sorcerers Ring)
The Dragon Kings
Mark of Fate is the 9th Book of W.J. May's bestselling series, The Chronicles of Kerrigan. Rae Kerrigan
has proven herself a vital asset to the Privy Council and yet, they still question her loyalty. Back in
London, Rae returns to find that everything isn't exactly as it seems. The Privy Council may be officially
offering her and her friends their jobs back, but not everyone is as eager to call a truce. Sides are chosen.
Lines are drawn in the sand. Rae finds herself torn, not only between two futures, but between two loves.
When an object left behind from her father exposes a ghastly secret, Rae find herself faced with the
toughest question of all. Can there ever be a happy ending for a Kerrigan? Mark of Fate is the 9th book
in the Chronicles of Kerrigan series. Book 1, Rae of Hope is currently $0.00. Follow Rae Kerrigan as she
learns about the tattoo on her back that gives her supernatural powers, as she learns of her father's evil
intentions and as she tries to figure out how coming of age, falling love and high-packed action fighting
isn't as easy as the comic books make it look. Series Order: Rae of Hope Dark Nebula House of Cards
Royal Tea Under Fire End in Sight Hidden Darkness Twisted Together Mark of Fate Strength & Power
Last One Standing Rae of Light Prequel: Christmas Before the Magic
Con i miei poteri di veggente finalmente sotto controllo, sono pronta a tuffarmi nell'ignoto per trovare
mio padre. Mi avrà anche abbandonata, ma andrò fino ai confini delle Altre Terre per salvarlo dalla
sua agonia. L’unico problema? Tra alleati inaspettati e nemici ancora più stupefacenti, questa
missione di salvataggio potrebbe rivelarsi molto di più di quanto avessi messo in conto.
“Action-packed …. Rice's writing is solid and the premise intriguing.” --Publishers Weekly (regarding
A Quest of Heroes) “The beginnings of something remarkable are there.” --San Francisco Book
Review (regarding A Quest of Heroes) A SEA OF SHIELDS is Book #10 in the 17 book bestselling
series THE SORCERER'S RING, which begins with A QUEST OF HEROES (book #1)--a FREE
download on Google Play, with over 1,000 five star reviews! In A SEA OF SHIELDS, Gwendolyn gives
birth to her and Thorgrin’s child, amidst powerful omens. With a son born to them, Gwendolyn and
Thorgrin’s lives are changed forever, as is the destiny of the Ring. Thor has no choice to but to embark
to find his mother, to leave his wife and child and venture away from his homeland on a perilous quest
that will have the very future of the Ring at stake. Before Thor embarks, he unites with Gwendolyn in
the greatest wedding in the history of the MacGils, and he is given the honor he has always dreamed of
when he is inducted into the Silver and becomes a Knight. Gwendolyn feels a looming danger to the
Ring, and furthers her plans to rescue all of her people in the case of a catastrophe. Erec receives news of
his father’s illness, and is summoned back home, to the Southern Isles; Alistair joins him on the
journey, as their wedding plans are put in motion. Reece, despite himself, falls in love with his cousin,
and when Tirus’ sons find out, they set in motion a great treachery. And Romulus, in the Empire,
discovers a new form of magic which may just destroy the Shield for good. With its sophisticated worldbuilding and characterization, A SEA OF SHIELDS is an epic tale of friends and lovers, of rivals and
suitors, of knights and dragons, of intrigues and political machinations, of coming of age, of broken
hearts, of deception, ambition and betrayal. It is a tale of honor and courage, of fate and destiny, of
sorcery. It is a fantasy that brings us into a world we will never forget, and which will appeal to all ages
and genders. All 17 books in THE SORCERER’S RING are now available! And Morgan Rice’s
new fantasy series, KINGS AND SORCERERS is also available, beginning with book #1, RISE OF
THE DRAGONS, a free download on Google Play, with over 400 five star reviews! “A spirited fantasy
….Only the beginning of what promises to be an epic young adult series.” --Midwest Book Review
(regarding A Quest of Heroes) “THE SORCERER’S RING has all the ingredients for an instant
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success: plots, counterplots, mystery, valiant knights, and blossoming relationships replete with broken
hearts, deception and betrayal. It will keep you entertained for hours, and will satisfy all ages.
Recommended for the permanent library of all fantasy readers.” --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto
Mattos
Patrik Jones and the Code of the Universe
Drax 2
A Fate of Dragons
Seventeen-year-old Aspen is a skydiving, rock climbing, adrenaline junky. All her life, she's been
fascinated by the dragons who roam near her home in Yellowstone Park. Yes, Dragons. Though no
human has ever gotten close enough to touch one. Except Aspen. While most people avoid the national
parks because of the resident dragons, Aspen spends most of her free time in search of the feared and
misunderstood creatures. For her, studying the dragons is a way to escape a painful past and avoid getting
too close to anyone. She'd rather track dragons in the wild and through the lens of her camera than talk to
real people. But then Aspen meets a hot new guy at school, Sid King. He's the one person she's ever met
who shares her obsession with all things dragon. But even as she feels strangely drawn to the mysterious
boy, she senses he's hiding his own set of dark and powerful secrets. When hikers start turning up dead in
the park, everyone suspects the formidable predators. Unless Aspen can prove their innocence, every one
of her beloved dragons is in danger of eradication. After Aspen and Sid uncover a sinister plot behind the
brutal attacks, Aspen can no longer deny that Sid somehow knows more about the deaths than he should
and the secrets they both keep threaten to rip their lives apart forever.
Gli Haurrak sono tornati, rinati da ciò che restava delle loro ceneri. Una razza potente e primitiva,
selvaggia e indomabile, gli unici in grado di vivere in simbiosi con i maestosi draghi, perseguitati e
sterminati nel corso della Grande Guerra. Ora, sovrastano il cielo della città umana di Als, nel suo giorno
più buio in cui è assediata ferocemente dall’immenso esercito dello Stregone, riuscendo a salvare gli
abitanti da morte certa. Desiderosi di ricostruire la loro stirpe gli Haurrak, fanno ritorno a Drax l’antica
roccaforte dei draghi, ma l’inimicizia degli uomini schiavizzati in passato dalle razze magiche e l’ostilità
dello Stregone li seguirà fin dentro le mura della loro città. Tra vecchi amori, nuove consapevolezze,
giochi di potere, lotte personali e desiderio di rivalsa, lo scontro è all’orizzonte e le diverse popolazioni
iniziano a schierarsi influenzando drasticamente l’equilibrio del mondo. Nulla di ciò che è esistito esisterà
ancora. ___________________________ AGGIORNAMENTO - Aggiornata la struttura dell'epub alle
ultime versioni più compatibili. - Aggiornata la cover in preparazione del secondo volume. - Aggiornata la
biografia dell'autore. - Aggiornati i dati di copyright dell'editore.
Takes us deeper into Thor's epic journey to becoming a warrior, as he journeys across the Sea of Fire to
the dragon's Isle of Mist. An unforgiving place, home to the most elite warriors of the world, Thor's
powers and abilities deepen as he trains. His friendships deepen, too, as they face adversities together,
beyond what they could imagine. But as they find themselves up against unimaginable monsters, The
Hundred quickly goes from training session to a matter of life or death. Not all will survive.
Obsidian
Arena Two (Book #2 of the Survival Trilogy)
A Realm of Shadows (Kings and Sorcerers--Book 5)
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